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In Podospora anserina, protoplasmic
incompatibility genes are involved in cell

death control via multiple gene interactions

JEAN BERNET
Laboratoire de Génetique, a/lee des Facultés, 33405 Ta/ence, France

Protoplasmic incompatibility in Podospora anserina manifests itself as the destruction of cells
following anastomosis between hyphae of unlike genotypes. Non-allelic gene interactions between
the genes of at least nine loci are involved in this phenomenon. An investigation of five of these loci
(c, d, e, r and v) shows that the corresponding genes are components of a genetic system that
controls the growth of mycelium aerial structures (especially protoperithecia and perithecia) via c/d,
c/e and nv gene interactions. Perithecium development, after fertilization, depends on the action of
the c and v genes in developing perithecia on their corresponding d/e and r genes in the vegetative
cells. An analysis of the life span of stationary phase cells showed that the same gene interactions
are involved in the premature death of cells which is a response to the genetic conditions that cause
perithecium development. These results support the idea that protoplasmic incompatibility is a
deviant expression of the cell death associated with the growth of mycelial aerial structures,
especially perithecia. This means, in particular, that the degradative activities (especially proteases)
associated with protoplasmic incompatibility are responsible for cell death. It is therefore
concluded that the genes of the c—v incompatibility loci are part of a multiple gene system. This
system regulates, in association with protoperithecium and perithecium development, via the action
of two regulatory genes, the production of catabolite activities that convert vegetative cells from
quiescence to a source of nutrient available to the female developmental cycle until spore
production.

Keywords: catabolic activities, cell death, multigemc system, Podospora anserina, protoplasmic
incompatibility.

Introduction

In Podospora anserina, protoperithecia (the female
organs) are produced only when the culture medium is
practically exhausted (Boucherie & Bernet, 1980;
Durrens & Bernet, 1985). Thus, when fertilization is
delayed (for example for 3—4 days to more than 1
month after protoperithecium production), proto-
perithecia cannot develop into fertile perithecia-
producing spores by using nutrients in the culture
medium. The organism therefore translocates nutrients
from vegetative (hyphal) cells. This is consistent with
the observation that Podospora perithecia develop
concommitantly with the premature death of the
neighbouring byphal cells (Bernet, 1965). Accordingly,
when developing perithecia are distributed over all the
colony surface, a generalized destruction of mycelium
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ensues that seems analogous to plant senescence. One
particular cell death process, called protoplasmic
incompatibility, has been investigated in Podospora to
determine whether it might be related to the cell death
associated with the female developmental cycle.

Protoplasmic incompatibility designates a process of
cell death that ends in protoplasmic extrusion 3—4 h
after the anastomosis of hyphae from strains of unlike
genotypes (Rizet & Schecroun, 1959; Bernet, 1965).
Allelic or non-allelic gene interactions are responsible
for protoplasmic incompatibility (Rizet & Esser, 1953).
In particular, the genes from nine loci are involved in
five lethal non-allelic gene interactions (Delettre &
Bernet, 1976). Five of these nine loci have been
investigated in greater detail in a study of 16 wild-type
isolates (Bernet, 1967). Loci c, d and e determine
multiple lethal C/D and C/E interactions due to the
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presence of allelic series, and loci r and v display the
R/V interaction which is thermosensitive. Cell destruc-
tion associated with protoplasmic incompatibility
resulted from the action of two specific proteases in the
recombinant lethal strain RV (Bégueret & Bernet,
1973; Bouchene et al., 1976). Furthermore, despite a
severe reduction in overall transcription and transla-
tion (Labarère et a!., 1974), the synthesis of a specific
set of polypeptides was initiated (Boucherie et a!.,
1981) from pre-existing latent mRNAs and from the
transcription of newly induced genes (Barreau, 1983).
Genetic studies show that the coupling of two muta-
tions, a recessive in the modA gene and a dominant in
modB gene, is necessary to inhibit cell death, irrespec-
tive of which non-allelic gene interaction (C/D, C/E...
or R/V) is responsible for protoplasmic incompati-
bility (Belcour & Bernet, 1969; Bernet, 1971;
Boucherie & Bernet, 1974).

Three hypotheses have been proposed to explain
the biological significance of protoplasmic incompati-
bility and to account for its widespread occurrence in
fungi. In the first, protoplasmic incompatibility is inter-
preted as a defence mechanism leading to disruption of
anastomosis and the protection of individual mycelial
clones against invasion by cytoplasm-borne factors
such as viruses or suppressive mitochoncirial mutants
(Caten, 1972). Work with Podospora has led to a
second hypothesis. In addition to the disruption of
anastomosis, non-allelic incompatibility genes are
responsible for the production of sterility barriers
between Podospora wild-type isolates (Rizet & Esser,
1953; Bernet, 1965). It has therefore been postulated
(Esser, 1971; Esser & Blaich, 1973) that non-allelic
incompatibility genes are components of a breeding
system that has evolved to restrict the outbreeding
resulting from the action of the mating-type locus. This
presumptive function of incompatibility genes appears
unnecessary in Podospora because wild-type isolates
are scattered and self-fertile, and because microconidia
(the male gametes) are not air-borne. Accordingly,

despite the potential action of the mating-type locus,
the breeding system of Podospora is similar to that of
strictly self-pollinated plant species (Bernet et a!.,
1960; Bernet, 1965; Belcour, 1985) and thus does not
need any additional mechanism to promote inbreeding.
The study of the mod mutations that suppress proto-
plasmic incompatibility in Podospora has led to a
hypothesis radically different from that of Esser
(1971).

Mutant strains, modA, modB and modA modB,
have been investigated. Only double mutants (modA
modB) differed from the wild-type strains and by only
one feature: a disruption of the production of proto-
perithecia and their development into fertile perithecia
(when protoperithecia were produced under permis-
sive temperature conditions). This result shows,
therefore, that protoplasmic incompatibility and
protoperithecium and perithecium development share
a common biological basis (Boucherie & Bernet,
1974). Studies of modA modB strains containing
various non-lethal combinations of genes c and d, c
and e or r and v (several wild-type and mutant alleles
have been used) have led to the proposition that c—v
genes are also essential for the female developmental
cycle via the cumulative actions of c/d, c/e and nv gene
interactions (Boucherie et a!., 1976; Boucherie &
Bernet, 1980).

The present work supports the idea that this funda-
mental function in sexual development is fulfilled by
indirect actions of c—v and mod genes. Indeed, it is
shown that the c—v genes are responsible for actions
specific to hyphal cells that are necessary for proto-
perithecium and perithecium development and result
in the death of hyphal cells.

Materials and methods

Podospora anserina is fundamentally a heterothallic
ascomycete. However, production of normally
binucleate ascospores containing nuclei of two mating

Fig. 1 Growth and differentiation in Podospora. The hyphal cells of leading hyphae have three developmental alternatives:
aerial hyphae (a), secondary ramifications (b), and later, following growth completion at growth substrate boundaries, proto-
perithecia (c).
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types results in the self-fertile heterokaryotic (+ /—)
mycelia that occur naturally (Ames, 1934; Rizet &
Engelman, 1949). Occasional uninucleate ascospores
produce self-sterile (+ or —)strains which are used in
this work. Growth of the vegetative mycelium by
hyphae elongation and branching is due to apical cells.
After being shifted to quiescence (Durrens & Bernet,
1982, 1985), the hyphal cells are a source of three
developmental alternatives (Fig. 1): (i) aerial hyphae,
(ii) secondary ramifications (i.e. distorted and slow
growing hyphae) and, (iii) if colony growth is stopped at
the edge of the culture substrate, then the proto-
perithecia that support the female cycle until ascospore
production. Protoperithecia and perithecia develop
outside the growth substrate like aerial hyphae.

Culture medium

This has been described previously by Esser (1974). In
the two media used, the carbon source was the limiting
nutrient (Durrens, 1984). Culture on a corn meal
extract solid medium allowed the production of proto—
perithecia and individual perithecia were observed. A
synthetic medium (Bernet, 1986) was used as a liquid
culture.

Incompatibility genes and mutations

Lower case letters designate the genes of the c, d, e, r
and v loci when they are not involved in lethal gene
combinations (wild-type or viable recombinant cd, ce

and w genotypes). AIlelic series were found at the c, d
and e loci, which give rise to several C/D and C/E
lethal interactions (Bernet, 1967): thus, c(A ), d(A
and e(A ) designate alleles of the (A) wild-type isolate,
whereas c( o), d( o) and e( o) indicate mutations that
inactivate c, d and e genes (Boucherie & Bernet, 1980).
Two wild-type alleles (R/r, V/Vi) have been identified
at the r and v loci. Wild-type strain genotypes were rV
and R Vi and recombinants were lethal (R V) or viable
(rVl).

ModA modB strain

Screening for modA and modB mutations was based
upon growth restoration of lethal seif-lysing strains
CD, CE or RV. modA mutations are recessive and
modB mutations dominant (Bernet et al., 1973). The
female fertility of the double mutant modA modB, used
in this work, is low (never more than 25 per cent of
wild-type fertility) and is thermosensitive (tempera-
tures above 28°C being non-permissive). The female
fertility of modAmodB strains depends on the tem-
perature between 15 and 26°C, and on gene combina-

tions at the c—v loci (Boucherie & Bernet, 1980).
Conversely, wild-type strains (modA + rnodB4) are fully
female fertile between 16 and 34°C.

Mosaic cultures for the determination of the genetic
control of perithecium development

To obtain a clear delimitation of the mycelium of each
strain in mixed cultures, one strain (the 'protoperi-
thecial strain') was cultured on solid medium and the
second (the 'mycelial strain'), of the same mating type,
on a cellophane disk (3 cm in diameter) covered with a
layer of culture medium. Both strains were cultured at
16°C, a temperature permissive for protoperithecium
production in all strains of modA modB genotype used
in these experiments. When the mycelium had grown
to cover the cellophane disks, they were moved onto
arrested stationary cultures of the 'protoperithecial'
strain. Hyphae from the 'mycelial' strain developed at
the edge of the cellophane disks and rapidly fused with
the hyphal cells of the 'protoperithecial' strain. These
anastomoses did not give rise to heterokaryotic areas
as Podospora nuclei do not migrate (Beisson-
Schecroun, 1962; Bernet, 1965). Cultures were
fertilized after protoperithecium production with mic-
roconidia from a strain of the opposite mating type and
then incubated at a temperature non-permissive for the
development of the perithecia of the 'protoperithecial'
strain (20 or 26°C according to c—v genotypes). On this
strain, perithecia developed essentially from the pro-
toperithecia situated around the margin of the cello-
phane disks (1—8 mm outside), which indicates that
perithecium development depends on hyphal intercon-
nections between 'protoperithecial' and 'mycelial'
strains. To confirm that the 'protoperithecial' strain was
the female parent, specific gene markers of the protop-
erithecial strain were tested using a sample of fertile
perithecia.

Dry weight measurements for the determination of
cell fife span

One thousand milililitre Roux bottles containing 100
ml of liquid culture medium were inoculated with
hyphal fragments (about 2500 per flask). The cultures
were incubated at 20 or 26°C (according to c—v
genotypes) without shaking. The mycelia were
harvested at different times and were dried at 60°C for
48 h in a dessicator before weighing. Although varia-
tions in the level of inoculum only affect growth phase
and not maximum dry weight production, data were
from three independent experiments that involve two
cultures each.
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Table 1 Perithecial development by complementation in genetic mosaic cultures

Mycelial strain Protoperithecial strain*

Production of
Expt Genotypes Fertilityt Genotypes fertile perithecia

A wild-type (modA or modB) Fertile modA modB +
B wild-type (B2) Fertile modA modB —

C modF Sterile inodA modB —

D modE Fertile modA modB +
E ,nodAmodB Vrc(A)d(A)e(A) Fertile (24°C) modAmodB Vrc(A)d(o)e(o) +
F modA modB Vrc(A )d(A )e(A) Fertile (24°C) modA modB Vrc(o)d(A )e(A) —

G modA modB Vrc(o)d(A )e(A) Sterile (24°C) modA modB Vrc(A)d(o)e(o) +
H modA modB Vrc(A)d(o)e(o) Sterile (24°C) modA modB Vrc(o)d(A )e(A) —

I modA modB c(A )d(o)e(o) Vir Fertile (20°C) modAmodB c(A )d(o)e(o) VIR +
J modA modBc(A)d(o)e(o) Vir Fertile (20°C) modAmodBc(A )d(o)e(o) Vr —

K modA modB c(A )d(o)e(o) VJR Sterile (20°C) modAmodB c(A )d(o)e(o) VJR +
L modA modB c(A )d(o)e(o) Vr Sterile (20°C) modAmodB c(A )d(o)e(o) VJR +

*protoperitheciat strains were grown at permissive temperature to produce protoperithecia and, after fertilization, under non-
permissive conditions to test complementation with the 'mycelial' strains via the production of fertile perithecia.
tDefinitions for female sterility/fertility and temperature conditions are from Boucherie & Bernet (1980).

Results

Genetic control of the growth of aerial mycellum
structures

Previous results (Boucherie et al., 1976; Boucherie &
Bernet, 1980) have shown that modAmodB strains are
female sterile or partially female fertile according to
temperature and gene combinations at the c—v loci
(relevant examples are given in Table 1, first column).
modAmodB cultures were also free of aerial hyphae
under non-permissive conditions for protoperithecium
production. Other Podospora mutant strains that are
unable to produce protoperithecia and aerial hyphae
have previously been described (Durrens & Bernet,
1982, 1985). These mutants were also defective for the
production of secondary ramifications and when
grown on cellophane disks placed onto solid culture
medium, they only developed on the upper surface of
cellophane disks due to their inability to produce
secondary ramifications (Durrens & Bernet, 1982,
1985). The production of secondary ramifications was
investigated in modAmodB strains by culture on the
disks (10 cm in diameter) deposited on solid culture
medium. Removal of the cellophane disks that support
growing modAmodB cultures revealed mycelial
invasion of the culture medium after 3 days of culture.
This result indicates that production of secondary
ramifications in modAmodB strains is wild-type and
thus that these strains differ from the mutants

previously described. Consequently, modAmodB
mutations do not suppress production of all derivative
hyphal cells, as originally suspected (Labarère &
Bernet, 1979), but only inhibit the growth of those
mycelial products that develop outside the growth
substrate (aerial hyphae and protoperithecia).

In Podospora, strains that carry mutations of two
loci (incA or incB) differ from wild-type by
unscheduled aerial development of hyphae at colony
boundaries (the edge of Petri dishes or mycelial con-
fluence). This is a consequence of the disruption of an
apical cell-specific, pheromonal growth control
(Bernet, 1986, 1988). Triple mutants modA modB
incA (or incB), were constructed. Their phenotypes
were similar to those of modAmodB strains, which
indicates that modAmodB mutations inhibited the
aerial development of apical cells specific to the inc
mutations.

A second experiment confirmed the inability of
inodAmodB strains to develop any aerial mycelium. In
this experiment, the culture medium was removed from
1 to 2 mm ahead of the edge of developing colonies
(wild-type or modAmodB). Hyphae of wild-type
cultures passed beyond the limit of the culture
substrate and continued to grow for almost 3 days to
produce aerial filaments of 12—15 mm in length. In
modAmodB cultures, the hyphae that grew outside the
growth substrate were stopped at a reduced final length
that depended on the c—v genotype (for instance 3 mm
for c(A) d(o) e(o) rV and 8 mm for c(A) d(A) e(A)
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rVl genotypes). Implants were taken from inside
stationary mycelia, known to be starved of a carbon
source (Durrens, 1984), and were deposited on a glass
plate. The implants from wild-type cultures produced
hyphae that grew up to 4 mm above the glass plate.
Production of hyphae from modAmodB implants was
retarded and the filaments grew slowly and were no
longer than 200—400 1um.

These results confirm that modAmodB strains are
defective in a function that is essential for the develop-
ment of mycelium normally growing, or forced to grow,
outside the culture substrate. The conclusion that
modAmodB strains are unable to support the develop-
ment of protoperithecia and aerial hyphae and not
their initiation is confirmed by the observation that
modAmodB strains grown under almost non-permis-
sive temperature conditions contain protoperithecia
arrested in development and presumptive aborted
aerial hyphae.

Autonomous and non-autonomous actions of the c-v
genes on perithecium development

Previous work, based upon the study of heterokaryotic
strains, showed that the inhibitory action of modA-
modB mutations on perithecium development was not
perithecium-autonomous. This result led to the
presumption that modA and modB acted in hyphal
cells to affect perithecium development (Boucherie &
Bernet, 1980). As c and d, c and e, or r and v gene
interactions were involved in the development of the
perithecia of modAmodB strains (Boucherie & Bernet,
1980), genetic mosaic cultures were constructed to
determine whether the action of the c—v genes was
perithecium-autonomous or not, as assessed by
complementation between genetic components. In
these mosaic cultures, the development of proto-
perithecia into perithecia was analysed in modAmodB
strains designated 'protoperithecial' strains. The other
strain in each experiment ('the mycelial' strain) con-
tained the genes to be investigated for complementarity
in perithecium development (via c/d, c/e and r/v
interactions) with the c—v genes of the protoperithecial
strain.

Protoperithecia of 'protoperithecial' modAmodB
cultures developed into fertile perithecia when the
mycelial strain was wild-type, modA or modB
irrespective of the alleles at the c—v loci (Table 1, Expt
A), which confirms that modA and modB were not
perithecium-autonomous genes. In contrast, no signifi-
cant perithecium development was observed when the
wild-type 'mycelial' strain contained B2, a gene that
determines protoplasmic incompatibility (whose
consequence is anastomosis disruption) through allelic

gene interaction (B1/B2) with the Bi gene common to
all 'protoperithecial' strains (Table 1, Expt B). Non-
development of perithecia, consequent to a B1/B2
interaction, indicated that hyphal continuity between
'mycelial' and 'protoperithecial' strains through
anastomoses was essential for perithecium develop-
ment in the modAmodB 'protoperithecial' strain.

The genetic conditions required for perithecium
development were investigated when both the
'mycelial' and 'protoperithecial' strains were modA-
modB. Previous results (Boucherie & Bernet, 1980)
have shown that a homokaryotic strain of genotype
c(A ) d(A) e(A) rv modA modB was female fertile at a
temperature lower than 25°C whereas otherwise
identical strains containing mutations c( o) or d( o) e( o)
were completely female sterile at the same tempera-
ture. The experiments described here (Table 1, Expts
E—H) indicate that certain genetic conditions need to
be fulfilled at the c, d and e loci for perithecial develop-
ment. The presence of the c(A) allele in the 'proto-
perithecial' strain and the d(A) and e(A) alleles in the
'mycelial' strain results in production of fertile
penthecia (Table 1, Expt G). The reverse genotypes
['mycelial' strain c(A), 'protoperithecial' strain d(A)
e(A)] do not give rise to fertile perithecia (Table 1,
Expt H). Previous results (Boucherie & Bernet, 1980)
have also shown that modAmodB strains defective in
c(A )/d(A) and c(A )/e(A) interactions [c(o) or d(o)
e( o) genotypes] were female fertile under the double
condition of a temperature lower than 21°C, together
with the presence of r and Vi alleles at r and v loci (the
other two possible viable genotypes rV and RVJ were
female sterile). Present results (Table 1, Expts I—L)
show that perithecia could develop if r and Vi genes
are complemented by the presence of the r gene in the
'mycelial' strain and the Vi gene in the 'protoperi-
thecial' strain (expt L).

The results suggest that for each gene interaction (ci
d, c/e and r/v) one of each pair of gene products is syn-
thesized in the vegetative cells (d, eand r) and the other
(c and v) in the developing perithecia (or proximal
hyphal cells). As the regulatory genes modA and
modB are not perithecium-autonomous (Boucherie &
Bernet, 1980), it appears that perithecia develop as a
consequence of the action of the c—v genes on the
modA and modB genes of the hyphal cells; an action
required throughout the female developmental cycle
(proto- and perithecia). This result is consistent with
the idea that the c—v and mod genes might be respons-
ible for the production of nutrients for perithecium
development via destruction of hyphal cell material.
Therefore, the possibility was examined that the action
of mod and c—v genes may itself result in the prema-
ture death of hyphal cells.
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Quiescence, survival and death of vegetative cells

The most satisfactory method to assess the life span of
filamentous fungal cells is to culture the organism in
liquid medium and determine the time course of dry
weight production (Durrens, 1983, 1984). All the cells
in a liquid medium culture are exposed to identical
nutritional conditions (permissive and then non-
permissive for growth). It is therefore possible to show
whether susceptibility to nutrient starvation is the only
factor that determines cell life span. Furthermore, as
liquid medium cultures do not produce protoperi-
thecia, any reduction in cell survival due to the mod
and c—v genes would indicate that cell death is a direct
consequence of the action of these genes and not a
secondary effect of perithecium development.

In Podospora, hyphal cells become quiescent (i.e.
resistant to nutrient starvation) when the carbon source
is the limiting nutrient and the carbon source is glucose
(Durrens & Bernet, 1985). Wild-type and modAmodB
homokaryotic (+ or —)strains were cultured in limit-
ing glucose medium. The survival of modAmodB cells

was indistinguishable from that of wild-type cells (Fig.
2a). Thus, female sterility of modAmodB cultures was
not the result of a premature death of hyphal cells.

As a + I— mating type allele interaction between
protoperithecia and microconidia induces perithecium
development and, consequently the premature death of
the hyphal cells, the cell life span of + I— hetero-
karyotic cultures was examined. Wild-type self-fertile
(+ / —) mycelia from the germination of binucleate
spores were grown in liquid medium. Potentially self-
fertile mycelial cells had a shorter life span than (Fig.
2b) + or — cells. As cultures in liquid medium do not
produce protoperithecia, this observation indicated
that + /— mating type interaction was active in the ab-
sence of fertilization and resulted in the premature
death of vegetative cells. To investigate the action of c-
v and mod genes, other heterokaryotic (+ /—) strains
of modAmodB genotype, permissive or non-per-
missive for protoperithecium production and perithe-
cial development, were cultured in liquid medium. Cell
survival of + I— modAmodB strains containing c-v
gene combinations non-permissive for perithecium

Fig. 2 Time course of dry weight production of Podospora cultures grown in liquid medium. (a) Wild-type (circle), modA modB
(triangle). (b) ( + / — ) Heterokaryotic strains: wild-type (square), modA modB c(A )d(O) e(O) rV(circle) or modA modB c(A)
d( 0) e( 0) rVl (triangle). (c) modF (square) and triple mutant modA modB modF (circle). (d) Mutant modE (square) and triple
mutants modE modA rnodB of genotypes c(A ) d(0) e(O) rV(circle) or c(A ) d(A) e(A ) rV(triangle).
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development was identical to that of homokaryotic +
or — strains. However, the cell death specific to a
+ / — interaction was found in c-v modAniodB geno-
types permissive for protoperithecial and perithecial
development. Two examples of the differential action
of c-v genotypes on the cell life span of +/ — cells are
given in Fig. 2b. Thus, the cell death that results from
the interaction of the mating type alleles was depen-
dent on the c-v and mod genes.

Homokaryotic mutant strains (+ or —) with
reduced cell life spans have already been described.
The first mutant, modF, produces a high density of
protoperithecia that are unable to develop into
peritbecia following fertilization, presumably because
hyphal cells do not survive exhaustion of the culture
medium (Durrens, 1984). This interpretation is
supported by the results presented here. Indeed, it is
shown (Table 1, Expt C) that the modF mutant does
not support the development of modAmodB pen-
thecia. To analyse a possible effect of modAmodB
mutations on the reduced life span of modF cells, a tri-
ple mutant modF modAmodB was constructed. Cell
survival in modF modAmodB cultures (Fig. 2c) was
identical to cell survival in modF cultures, which indi-
cates that the premature cell death, specific to the
modF mutation, is independent of the action of the
mod.4 and modB genes.

A second mutant defective in cell survival (modE)
was named 'perithecial' because it produced proto-
perithecia which developed into perithecia without
fertilization when cultured on solid medium (Durrens,
1983). This spontaneous development resulted in
sterile perithecia (free of ascospores) similar in size to
fertile perithecia. An investigation of modE +/modE
heterokaryotic strains showed that modE was not a
perithecium-autonomous mutation, which indicates
that the hyphal cells were the focus of, or at least
involved in, modE gene action (Durrens, 1983).
Present results show (Table 1, Expt D) that the modE
mutant supports the development of modAmodB
perithecia, which contrasts with the modF mutant
(Table 1, Expt C). Triple mutants modE modAmodB
with different alleles at the c—v loci were constructed.
They showed a complete or partial suppression of the
shorter life span when cultured in liquid medium,
resulting from the modE mutation that depended on
the c-v genotype (Fig. 2d). This indicates that the c-v,
modA and modB genes are involved in cell death
resulting from the action of modE mutation. Hence, it
is shown that the two genetic conditions that are neces-
sary for perithecium development in solid culture
medium (i.e. the + / — interaction between proto-
perithecia and microconidia and the modF mutation),
cause premature death of hyphal cells in liquid medium

cultures that entirely depends on the action of mod and
c—v genes.

In conclusion, it appears from the study of modF
mutants that the development of perithecia in
Podospora cultures is possible only when hyphal cells
are initially alive as a consequence of being previously
shifted from growth to quiescence prior to the exhaus-
tion of the culture medium. The second condition for
perithecium development (as exemplified by the study
of the +/ — heterokaryons and the modE mutants) is
the induction of a process leading to the death of
hyphal cells. This process is controlled by the action of
modA, modB and c-v genes.

Discussion

The results presented here show that the mod and c—v
genes are involved in the growth of all the aerial parts
of mycelia, i.e. proto- and perithecia as already
reported (Boucherie & Bernet, 1980), also aerial
hyphae and the apical cells of leading hyphae when
these are forced to grow outside the growth substrate.
The mod and c—v genes of Podospora are therefore
involved in an important and significant process in the
development of fungi; namely the production of aerial
derivatives that are used for the dissemination of the
asexual and sexual products of mycelium.

This study confirms that the inhibitory action of
mod mutations on protoperithecium and perithecium
development is a secondary effect. Indeed, it is shown
that the mod genes are responsible for the premature
death of hyphal cells in the absence of protoperithecia
and perithecia (liquid cultures) that is modulated by the
action of c—v genes. This death is also induced in
response to conditions that result in perithecium
development: + / — mating-type allele interaction or
penithecial modE mutation. It thus appears that the
premature cell death resulting from the action of
modA, modB and c-v genes, seen in liquid medium
cultures, is identical to the cell death associated with
the development of perithecia in fertile solid medium
cultures. Previous results showed that protoplasmic
incompatibility is associated with the occurrence of
several catabolic activities or with large increases in
their levels (Bégueret & Bernet, 1973; Boucherie &
Bernet, 1978). Protoplasmic incompatibility may
therefore be the unregulated expression of cell death
(present work). This is consistent with the idea that the
vegetative cells of fertile Podospora cultures are
converted into a source of nutrients for developing
perithecia by the degradative activities that are con-
trolled by c—v and mod genes. Accordingly, protoplas-
mic incompatibility is thought to result from random
mutations in the genes that control these catabolic ac-
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tivities. Hence, protoplasmic incompatibility could be
viewed as a passive consequence of the separate evolu-
tion of the Podospora wild-type isolates and not, as
previously supposed (Esser, 1971), the original cause
of their divergences.

Studies of the genetic control of protoplasmic
incompatibility (Bégueret, 1969; Bernet et a!., 1973),
led to the presumption that the c—v gene products were
proteins that give rise to specific interactions. Further-
more, an investigation of controlled anastomoses that
involve individual hyphae showed that the c and v gene
products were diffusible in hyphae, in contrast to the
products of genes d, e, r, modA and modB (Bernet,
1965; Labarère et a!., 1974; Bernet et a!., 1973). The
products of genes d, e, r and modB are believed to be
associated with the plasma membrane (Asselineau et
al., 1981). Products of the c and v genes may therefore
be analogous to peptide hormones and those of the d, e
and r genes to their receptors. Accordingly, the death
of hyphal cells in the large areas surrounding individual
developing perithecia (Bernet, 1965) may be due to the
actions of genes c and v that give rise to products
that diffuse far from the perithecia into the hyphal cells.
The production of fertile perithecia consequent to
c(A )/d(A) e(A) or V1/r interactions in strains d(A)
e(A) or VJR (Table 1, Expts G and L), and not in
strains c(A ) or Vr (Table 1, Expts H and K), confirms
that c and v are the genes that give rise to the products
that diffuse from the perithecia to the hyphal cells.

Previous work, based upon the study of several wild-
type alleles (most of the alleles known at the c, d, e, r
and v loci) or mutant alleles (c, d, e, f g, h and I loci),

has shown that the female fertility of modAmodB
strains is dependent on the c—v genes (Boucherie et a!.,
1976; Boucherie & Bernet, 1980). This study
indicates, in particular, that each of the ce (or cd) gene
combinations investigated display a distinct quantita-
tive action (negative, null or positive according to the
source of the c, d and e genes), which is additive to the
action of each of the three non-lethal rv gene combina-
tions (iv, Rv or rVl) in the determination of the
relative female fertility of a modAmodB strain. In
contrast (Boucherie, 1979), the female fertility of wild-
type strains (modA + modB +) appears to be only
weakly modified by variation of the c—v genotype.
Presumably, the reduced basic female fertility of the
modAmodB strain and its extreme susceptibility to
various extrinsic and intrinsic factors (Boucherie &
Bernet, 1980) may account for the amplification in this
genotype of the individual action of each c/d, c/e or nv
gene interaction. Podospora contains many potential
loci for non-allelic protoplasmic incompatibility in
addition to the nine c—v loci investigated so far
(Delettre & Bernet, 1976). Hence, the c—v genes may
be part of a multigenic system that controls pen-
thecium development (i.e. cell death according to the
present results) via the action of multiple specific gene-
to-gene interactions on two common regulatory genes.
Accordingly, if the c—v genes are genes of minor effect
in the control of their presumptive genuine function
(cell death), they manifest themselves as major genes in
their deviant expression because each of any of the five
C/D... F/G... or R/ V interactions can result in proto-
plasmic incompatibility. Postulated relationships

CELL DEATH

1vc
Developing
perithecia

Developing
perithecia

c/d... + j/k.,.+ r/v... ________- Independent mutations
of genes

condd...,jandk..,orrand v

_______ C/D...or J/K... or R/V...

Translocation
of nutrients

moai4 and moo'S genes modA and moo'S genes

PROTOPLASMIC INCOMPATIBILITY
(anastomosis disruption, interfertility
barriers, Fl lethal progeny..)

Fig. 3 Relationships between the action of the c—v and mod genes in cell death and protoplasmic incompatibility (explanations
in the text).
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between cell death and protoplasmic incompatibility
are summarized in Fig. 3.

Cloning of c and e genes is achieved (J. Bégueret,
personal communication) and that of d, r, v, modA
and modB is expected. It is therefore hoped that
analysis of these genes confirms their function in cell
death and provides a model which attempts to define
the action of the individual genes of polygenic systems.
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